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Abstract Web-based personal health records (PHRs) are 

under massive deployment. To improve PHR’s capability 

and usability, we previously proposed the concept of 

intelligent PHR (iPHR). By introducing and extending expert 

system technology and Web search technology into the PHR 

domain, iPHR can automatically provide users with 

personalized healthcare information to facilitate their daily 

activities of living. Our iPHR system currently provides 

three functions: guided search for disease information, 

recommendation of home nursing activities, and 

recommendation of home medical products. This paper 

discusses our experience with iPHR as well as the open 

issues, including both enhancements to the existing functions 

and potential new functions. We outline some preliminary 

solutions, whereas a main purpose of this paper is to 

stimulate future research work in the area of consumer health 

informatics. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Web-based personal health records (PHRs) are being 

widely deployed by a few major Internet companies, 

including Google [42], Microsoft [43], and Revolution 

Health [48]. Using PHRs, ordinary consumers can actively 

manage their medical records and ultimately their health 

through a Web interface. However, existing PHRs have 

limited intelligence and can meet only a small subset of 

users’ healthcare needs. To improve PHR’s capability and 

usability, we previously proposed the concept of an 

intelligent PHR (iPHR) [40, 41] by introducing and 

extending expert system technology and Web search 

technology into the PHR domain. 

iPHR is intended to be a centralized portal that 

automatically provides users with comprehensive and 

personalized healthcare information to facilitate their daily 

activities of living. Since consumers typically lack medical 

knowledge and cannot identify appropriate keywords to 

search healthcare information, iPHR extensively uses 

medical knowledge to (1) anticipate users’ needs, (2) guide 

users to provide the most important information about their 

medical condition, and (3) automatically form queries. 

Fig. 1 shows iPHR’s architecture. Using medical 

knowledge, the expert system converts information in the 

PHR into a set of “search guide information” that reflects the 

user’s medical condition and healthcare needs. This search 

guide information serves as seeds for the Web search engine 

to retrieve personalized healthcare information. iPHR also 

includes our intelligent medical Web search engine iMed [32, 

33, 34, 37, 38], which uses disease diagnosis knowledge to 

help the user find disease information related to her medical 

condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Architecture of iPHR. 

 

At present, our iPHR system provides three functions: 

guided search for disease information [32, 33, 34, 37, 38], 

recommendation of home nursing activities (HNAs) [39], 

and recommendation of home medical products (HMPs) [35, 

36, 41]. These functions currently cover about one thousand 

health issues in various categories. During development and 

operation of iPHR, we obtained valuable experience and 

identified some open issues, including both enhancements to 

the existing functions and potential new functions. As iPHR 

is a relatively new field, this paper summarizes our 

experience, discusses the open issues, and outlines some 

preliminary solutions. One main purpose of this paper is to 

stimulate future research work in the area of consumer health 

informatics [16]. 

This paper is an extended version of our previous IHI’10 

conference paper [77], and includes new material on 

automatically identifying contraindicated HNAs in Section 

4.1, on figuring out all of the relevant nursing interventions 

and HNAs for each health issue in Section 4.2 (Problem 4 

and the subsection entitled “Proposed solution for 
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compiling relevant HNAs”), and on automatically 

identifying contraindicated HMPs in Section 5.1. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

gives an overview of iPHR. Sections 3-6 discuss the open 

issues in iPHR. Section 7 presents related work. Section 8 

concludes this paper. 

 

2. Overview of iPHR 

 

In this section, we provide an overview of iPHR. One 

major challenge in consumer health informatics [16] is that 

consumers are often uninformed of the medical problems 

they face and the related medical terminology (e.g., 

panophthalmitis). As a result, a key design principle of iPHR 

is to use medical knowledge to anticipate users’ healthcare 

needs and automatically form queries whenever possible. 

The details of our design rationale and implementation 

techniques are described in our previous publications [32, 33, 

34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. 

iPHR provides its intelligent functions to users through a 

Web interface. There are a few buttons on the right side of 

the main Web page of iPHR. Each button corresponds to a 

different, intelligent function. If the user clicks a button, she 

is directed to a page specifically designed for the 

corresponding function. Our iPHR system currently provides 

three functions: guided search for disease information, 

recommend HNAs, and recommend HMPs. The rest of this 

section summarizes these three functions. 
 

2.1 Guided search for disease information  

 

iPHR includes our intelligent medical Web search engine 

called iMed [32, 33, 34, 37, 38], which introduced and 

extended expert system technology into the search engine 

domain. iMed uses medical knowledge and an interactive 

questionnaire to guide users to provide the most important 

information about their medical condition and subsequently 

form queries. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The diagnostic decision tree for the symptom “chest 

pain” [11]. 

 

iMed leverages its built-in medical knowledge in the form 

of diagnostic decision trees written by medical professionals 

[11]. As shown in Fig. 2, each diagnostic decision tree 

corresponds to either an objective sign (e.g., hypertension) or 

a subjective symptom (e.g., fatigue). Each non-leaf, non-root 

node of a diagnostic decision tree corresponds to an answer 

to a question that iMed can ask. Each medical phrase in the 

leaf node of a diagnostic decision tree is a topic (typically a 

disease) potentially relevant to the user’s medical condition. 

iMed uses diagnostic decision trees to help the user form 

queries. The user first selects one or more signs and 

symptoms from a list of known signs and symptoms. Then 

iMed asks questions related to these selected signs and 

symptoms. Based on the user’s answers to the questions, 

iMed navigates the corresponding diagnostic decision trees 

and reaches multiple topics that are potentially relevant to the 

user’s medical condition. iMed displays both the search 

results and the most common aspects of these topics as a 

hierarchy, whose first level and second level are for topics 

and aspects, respectively. For each of these topics, iMed 

automatically uses the topic name as a query to retrieve some 

related Web pages. iMed also presents a predetermined set of 

aspects (e.g., symptom, diagnosis, treatment, and risk factor). 

If the user clicks a particular aspect of the topic, iMed 

automatically combines the aspect name and the topic name 

into a query and uses that query to retrieve some Web pages 

related to this aspect of the topic. 

For example, Fig. 2 shows the diagnostic decision tree in 

Collins [11] for the symptom “chest pain.” If “chest pain” is 

the only symptom chosen by the user, iMed’s first question 

is “Is the pain constant or intermittent?” If the user answers 

“intermittent” to this question, iMed’s next question is “Is 

the pain increased by breathing?” If the user answers “yes” 

to the second question, iMed reaches multiple topics 

including pleurisy. 

Since most users have little medical knowledge, they 

frequently encounter challenges and need assistance during 

the entire disease information search process. iMed provides 

various kinds of suggestions to facilitate the search process. 

First, iMed suggests diversified and related medical phrases 

to help the user quickly digest search results and refine his 

inputs. Second, iMed suggests signs and symptoms related to 

the user’s medical condition. Third, iMed suggests 

alternative answers to its questions when the user suspects 

that he answers questions incorrectly. 

 

2.2 Recommending home nursing activities 

 

Based on the user’s health issues, iPHR can automatically 

recommend HNAs (home nursing activities) [39]. Each 

nontrivial HNA is made clickable for the user to find various, 

detailed implementation procedures for it on the Web. This 

HNA recommendation function is made possible by using 

standardized nursing languages [30]. 

Over two decades and the efforts of thousands of nurses, 

the nursing informatics community has systematically 

organized nursing knowledge into several standardized 

nursing languages [30]. Among them, iPHR’s knowledge 

base has incorporated NANDA-I nursing diagnoses and NIC 

nursing interventions, which cover the full range of the 

nursing domain. NANDA-I and NIC are the acronyms for 

chest pain 

constant intermittent 

with significant 

hypertension 
not affected 

by breathing 

dissecting 

aneurysm, 

myocardial 

infarction 

pleurisy, 

fractured rib, 

costochondritis, 
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hypertension 
increased by 
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… 



North American Nursing Diagnosis Association International 

and Nursing Interventions Classification, respectively. 

Each health issue links to one or more NANDA-I nursing 

diagnoses, which are clinical judgments about individual, 

family, or community responses to actual or potential health 

problems [1]. Every nursing diagnosis typically links to a list 

of 10 or more NIC nursing interventions [6, 30], which are 

treatments that can be performed to enhance patient/client 

outcomes. Each nursing intervention includes a list of 

usually 10 to 30 nursing activities that are used to implement 

it. Using nursing diagnoses and nursing interventions as 

intermediate steps, we can link each health issue to multiple 

nursing activities, as shown in Fig. 3. These nursing 

activities represent the actions that nurses, patients, and 

caregivers can take to achieve desirable outcomes for this 

health issue. Because of its consumer-centric view, iPHR 

focuses on HNAs that patients and caregivers can perform at 

home or in the community. 
 

 
 

 

Fig. 3 Linking health issues to nursing activities. 

 

iPHR’s HNA recommendation function works in the 

following way. iPHR automatically extracts from PHR the 

health issues related to the user, e.g., his current disease. For 

these health issues, iPHR uses the above method to find all 

linked HNAs and displays them as a prioritized hierarchy. 

For each aspect of a nontrivial HNA, iPHR’s knowledge 

base stores a pre-compiled phrase as its HNA search guide 

information. A link is added into the displayed Web page for 

this aspect. If the user clicks this link, iPHR submits that 

phrase as a query to a large-scale medical Web search engine 

and returns the search results to him. This helps the user find 

various, detailed implementation procedures for this aspect. 

For example, the health issue asthma links to the nursing 

diagnosis of ineffective airway clearance, which links to the 

nursing intervention of asthma management that includes the 

HNA “Coach in breathing/relaxation techniques.” For the 

breathing aspect of this HNA, the top results retrieved by the 

corresponding phrase “asthma breathing techniques” include: 

(1) the Buteyko method for breathing 

(www.correctbreathing.com), (2) two new breathing 

exercises for asthma 

(www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/05/080528095853.ht

m), and (3) the book “Free Your Breath, Free Your Life” 

teaching breathing techniques (www.authentic-

breathing.com/asthma.htm). 
 

2.3 Recommending home medical products 

 

Based on the user’s health issues, iPHR can automatically 

recommend HMPs (home medical products) [35, 36, 41] by 

leveraging its built-in treatment knowledge and nursing 

knowledge. More specifically, for each HNA, a nurse pre-

compiles a set SA of phrases as its HMP search guide 

information and stores SA in iPHR’s knowledge base. Each 

phrase in SA provides one way of retrieving HMPs related to 

this HNA. For each health issue (e.g., disease, symptom, 

surgery), iPHR stores a list of search guide phrases pre-

compiled using disease/symptom treatment knowledge. 

These phrases serve to bridge the semantic gap between the 

literal meaning and the underlying medical meaning of the 

health issue. 
 

< Medical Supplies & Equipment 

   < Daily Living Aids 

     * Bath & Body Aids (7159) 

     * Eating & Drinking Aids (1438) 

     * Low Vision Aids (1235) 

     * Dressing Aids (1086) 

     * Low Strength Aids (671) 

     * Medication Aids (610) 

     * Hearing Aid Accessories (303) 

     * Ramps (286) 

     * Hearing Aids (226) 

     * Telephones (87) 

     * Others (856) 

Fig. 4 A sample navigation hierarchy constructed for the 

health issue muscular dystrophy. 

 

iPHR automatically extracts from PHR the health issues 

related to the user, e.g., his current disease. For these health 

issues, iPHR uses the method described in Section 2.2 to find 

all relevant HNAs. The complete set G of search guide 

information includes both the HMP search guide information 

for those HNAs and the search guide phrases pre-compiled 

for these health issues using treatment knowledge. iPHR 

submits each search guide phrase in G as a query to a vertical 

search engine and retrieves some relevant HMPs. Then iPHR 

combines all retrieved HMPs together and returns them to 

the user using a navigation interface. On each search result 

Web page, a navigation hierarchy based on product 

categories is displayed on the left side (see Fig. 4) whereas 

recommended HMPs are displayed sequentially on the right 

side. 

For example, the health issue muscular dystrophy links to 

the nursing diagnosis of risk for falls, which links to the 

nursing intervention of fall prevention that includes the 

following HNAs: 

(1) Provide sturdy, nonslip step stools to facilitate easy 

reaches;  

(2) Provide nightlight at bedside; and  

(3) Provide visible handrails and grab bars. 

The HMPs of step stool, nightlight, handrail, and grab bar 

are all relevant to muscular dystrophy. For both muscular 

dystrophy and its symptoms, neither their names nor their 

treatment methods may appear in the Web pages describing 

these HMPs. However, using nursing knowledge, iPHR can 

recommend these HMPs to muscular dystrophy patients. 
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The three existing functions in our iPHR system provide 

valuable healthcare information to facilitate users’ daily 

activities of living. Nevertheless, many issues remain open in 

iPHR, in terms of enhancing the existing functions and 

providing new functions. In the following sections, we 

discuss these open issues and outline some preliminary 

solutions.  

Many of these open issues are identified from feedback of 

iPHR users as well as from our own experience of 

developing and operating iPHR. In addition, the following 

activities have contributed to our thinking. First, 

communicating with patients, caregivers, and healthcare 

professionals. Second, observing people at home and in 

various medical settings, such as hospitals, rehabilitation 

centers, and nursing homes. Third, reviewing online medical 

discussion forums. Fourth, reading medical books and 

articles for the general public, introduction chapters in 

medical and nursing textbooks, and published patient diaries. 

We believe that these open issues provide excellent 

opportunities for future research work. 
 

3.  Open issues in guided search for disease information  

 

In this section, we discuss the open issues in iPHR’s 

function of guided search for disease information. 

 

3.1 Likelihood of having a disease 

 

Online health information is valuable to consumers. 

However, it can also cause cyberchondria, a common 

phenomenon reducing people’s quality of life [56]. After 

viewing online medical search results, a layman tends to 

panic unnecessarily and worry about having a serious but 

rare disease that is unlikely to apply to him. To prevent 

cyberchondria, iMed can present the incidence rate of each 

disease displayed in its search results. The incidence rate of a 

disease is the number of its new cases per 1,000 people per 

year and reflects the probability of developing it [12, 13]. To 

help the user better understand this number, we can draw an 

analogy, such as this number is roughly equivalent to the 

likelihood of encountering a shark attack.  

Although this method helps, it is still insufficient for 

preventing cyberchondria. The user tends to think that he has 

the symptoms of a rare disease. As a result, he believes that 

his likelihood of having this disease is much higher than its 

incidence rate among the general population. In fact, 

inexperienced medical students also tend to make similar 

mistakes, partly due to human nature’s inclination to focus 

on extreme cases [24, page 59]. 

A plausible solution to this problem is to show the 

conditional probability of having this disease given one’s 

exact symptoms. Nevertheless, unlike precise test results, 

some symptoms can be fuzzy. A layman frequently 

misjudges his objective symptoms [8, 37] due to a lack of 

medical training. Without knowing the exact symptoms, we 

cannot compute this conditional probability. 

Another solution to this problem that uses more 

information is to present the conditional probability of 

having this disease given the subjective information that one 

provides in iMed’s questionnaire, including both the 

symptoms that he thinks he has and his answers to iMed’s 

questions. iPHR can provide training data to estimate this 

conditional probability. However, it remains to be seen 

whether this conditional probability is close enough to his 

actual likelihood of having this disease and hence can have 

any practical value. 

When a user invokes iMed to search disease information, 

his exact disease is unknown whereas iMed automatically 

records his subjective information. Usually within a few days, 

he will visit his doctor, get to know his exact disease, and 

record it in his PHR. The combination of his subjective 

information and his exact disease becomes one training data 

point. By keeping track of many users over some amount of 

time, iPHR will be able to accumulate a large training data 

set. 

When we implement the above idea in our iPHR system, 

we encounter a few challenges. The user can have multiple 

symptoms and answer quite a few related questions posed by 

iMed. In other words, his subjective information usually 

contains many parts with strong dependency among 

themselves. Consequently, estimating this conditional 

probability is a high-dimensional sparse data problem. Given 

the limited amount of training data, we need to break this 

problem into multiple low-dimensional ones and resort to 

some smoothing techniques. 

By default, we match the subjective information that the 

user provides in iMed’s questionnaire with the disease that 

will be recorded in the next entry of his PHR. However, this 

match could be incorrect for two reasons. First, the user may 

search disease information on behalf of another person rather 

than himself. Second, the disease that will be recorded in the 

next entry of his PHR may not be what he is currently 

searching for. For example, the user’s current symptoms 

disappear after some rest and his next visit to his doctor is 

due to other symptoms. To reduce the likelihood of obtaining 

an incorrect match, one possible method is to check the 

symptoms that he selects in iMed’s questionnaire and the 

symptoms that will be recorded in the next entry of his PHR. 

If these two sets of symptoms are roughly consistent (not 

necessarily identical) and there is only a short delay before 

the next entry is recorded in his PHR, then our match is 

likely to be correct. Nevertheless, it is non-trivial to 

determine such consistency. 

Besides showing the conditional probability of having a 

disease, it is also beneficial for iMed to present the 

conditional probability that the user has no disease and needs 

only some rest. If the symptoms of the user disappear after 

some rest, he may choose to not visit his doctor and hence no 

entry is recorded in his PHR for this event. Consequently, no 

training data is directly available for estimating the 

conditional probability of having no disease. It is possible 

that the above-mentioned method can be adapted to address 



the problem. The status of having no disease this time could 

be implied by (1) a long delay before the next entry is 

recorded in his PHR or (2) strong inconsistency between the 

symptoms that he selects in iMed’s questionnaire and the 

symptoms that will be recorded in the next entry of his PHR. 

Due to the increasing lack of new doctors and the 

retirement of baby-boomer doctors [97], the interaction 

time between doctors and patients keeps shrinking. As this 

trend is expected to continue, it is important for patients to 

get prepared beforehand so that the limited amount of 

interaction time can be used effectively. Similar to what is 

mentioned in [96], iMed is intended to help people better 

prepare for doctors’ appointments rather than perform self-

diagnosis. In general, there is a large amount of information 

on the Web for any single disease. By presenting the 

conditional probabilities mentioned above, iMed can also 

help users focus on relevant diseases and do the preparation 

work more efficiently. 

 

3.2 Aspect hierarchy 

 

Our experience with iMed shows that it is helpful to 

display various aspects (e.g., symptom, diagnosis, treatment, 

and risk factor) for every disease potentially relevant to a 

user’s medical condition. Currently, iMed displays a 

predetermined set of aspects that is the same for all diseases. 

Ideally, the set of aspects could vary from one disease to 

another based on the disease’s unique characteristics. For 

example, diabetes could have the following aspects that do 

not apply to many other diseases: 

(1) Nutrition: Diabetic patients need to take special control 

of their diet. 

(2) Children: As shown in [23], diabetic children need 

special care due to their young age. For instance, it is a 

bad idea to reserve candy and give it to a diabetic child 

only when she is hypoglycemic (i.e., when her blood 

glucose level is lower than normal). She may be 

encouraged to make herself hypoglycemic in order to 

get candy. 

(3) Seniors: As shown in [14], diabetic seniors need special 

care due to their old age. 

In general, a disease can have many aspects, e.g., based on 

factors such as age, pregnancy, gender, and disease stage. 

Each aspect can have its own sub-aspects. A sub-aspect can 

further have sub-sub-aspects, and so forth. The aspect 

hierarchy can be regarded as the table of contents of an 

encyclopedia on the disease. At each node of the aspect 

hierarchy, one or more targeted queries need to be formed to 

retrieve related Web pages. Since a semantic gap may exist 

between the name and the underlying medical meaning of a 

(sub-)aspect [41], the combination of the (sub-)aspect name 

and the disease name may not always form an appropriate 

query. In case of more than one query, these queries’ search 

results need to be merged into a single, properly-ranked list 

[41]. 

The aspect hierarchy needs to be comprehensive. If a 

particular (sub-)aspect does not appear in it, the user may 

never be able to realize that there exists specific information 

about this (sub-)aspect of the disease. For example, the top 

Web pages retrieved using only the disease name may 

contain only general discussion about the disease but no such 

specific information. 

So far we have compiled aspect hierarchies for a few 

diseases. We find it challenging to make the aspect hierarchy 

comprehensive and well-organized, to compile appropriate 

queries for the (sub-)aspects, and to properly merge multiple 

queries’ search results for the same (sub-)aspect into a single 

list. To compile comprehensive (sub-)aspects as well as 

appropriate queries for these (sub-)aspects, a wiki tool [58] 

would be useful for enabling many volunteers to participate 

in the compilation process: medical professionals provide 

pointers to relevant medical text, medical librarians compile 

(sub-)aspects and corresponding queries, and consumers 

offer feedback. A Wiki tool could also enable many 

volunteers to participate in compiling search guide 

information for recommending HNAs as well as for 

recommending HMPs. To reduce the likelihood of 

accidentally omitting certain relevant aspects for some 

diseases, we could maintain a long reference list of all 

possible aspects from all diseases and check this list for 

every disease. To organize the aspect hierarchy well, we 

could resort to some statistical methods similar to the ones 

used in [6], e.g., similarity ratings and hierarchical clustering, 

for determining a good organization of nursing interventions. 

A comprehensive aspect hierarchy is often so large that users 

can have difficulty quickly finding their needed (sub-)aspects. 

To address this problem, we could develop a method for 

automatically suggesting the (sub-)aspects likely to be of 

interest to the user based on the information in her PHR. 

Some search tools could also be provided to help navigate 

the aspect hierarchy. 

 

3.3 Ranking Web pages 
 

Like any Web search engine, the Web page ranking 

method of an intelligent medical Web search engine 

critically affects its search result quality. We envision that 

the Web page ranking method could be improved in multiple 

ways, most of which could also apply to recommending 

HNAs and recommending HMPs. 

First, as health knowledge continues to improve, some old 

health knowledge may no longer be valid or optimal. All 

other things being equal, ideally iMed should rank higher 

those health Web pages presenting up-to-date health 

knowledge. That is, like real-time search engines [50], iMed 

should consider both time [31] and traditional ranking 

criteria, such as Web site authority and similarity between 

query and Web page text, in its Web page ranking method. 

The most straightforward way to judge the content staleness 

of a health Web page is to use the timestamp of its HTML 

file if that file is static rather than dynamically generated. 



However, this is neither the only way nor always the best 

way. On many health Web sites, e.g., WebMD [55], each 

Web page includes the latest date on which some healthcare 

professionals judged its content to be up-to-date. This date 

often reflects its content staleness more accurately than the 

timestamp of its HTML file. 

Second, many health Web pages include images or 

multimedia content for illustration purpose, e.g., showing 

how to use a HMP, what a symptom looks like, and how to 

perform an exercise, a treatment procedure, or a nursing 

procedure. In general, multimedia content provides more 

information and is more effective at illustration than images. 

Without using any image or multimedia content, certain 

healthcare information can be rather difficult to understand 

with text-only description. One such example is how a 

hemiplegic patient, one side of whose body is paralyzed, can 

independently dress himself using only his unaffected hand 

[49]. For the same reason, modern health textbooks 

frequently include many pictures as well as attach 

multimedia CDs or DVDs. 

All other things being equal, for a specific query, iMed 

could rank higher those health Web pages that include 

images or multimedia content illustrating related healthcare 

information. iMed could also rank higher Web pages 

including relevant multimedia content than Web pages 

including only relevant images. However, it is non-trivial to 

determine whether the multimedia content or the images on a 

Web page are relevant to this query, as their (alternative) text 

descriptions are often rather vague. One possible solution is 

to first use health knowledge to expand this query to include 

related health concepts, and then match the expanded query 

with both the (alternative) text descriptions of and the texts 

around the images or the multimedia content on the Web 

page. 

 

3.4 Providing illustrative images and multimedia content 

 

At present, a considerable amount of healthcare 

information that is difficult to understand has no illustrative 

images or multimedia content available on the Web. For 

example, many HMPs have no corresponding videos to 

demonstrate how to use them. With only text descriptions, it 

is difficult for ordinary consumers to figure out how to use 

some of these HMPs. Ideally, for each topic or each (sub-

)aspect of the topic, iMed should provide some illustrative 

images or multimedia content when applicable. 

A picture is worth a thousand words. In addition to 

demonstrating complex usage scenarios, illustrative images 

and multimedia content can also generate an emotional 

response in consumers emphasizing the importance of 

certain health actions [19]. Otherwise, some consumers may 

be reluctant to perform these actions seriously. 

For example, before performing a knee replacement 

surgery, physicians frequently ask the patient to lose some 

weight. If he can see a video showing rehabilitation after the 

surgery, he may be inspired to lose weight. 

As a second example, consider gastric bypass surgery that 

treats obesity. The best treatment for obesity is with regular 

exercises and diet management over a long period of time. 

Many obese people view gastric bypass surgery as a quick 

fix to avoid exercises and dieting. A video showing the 

painful recovery and complications after the surgery may 

encourage compliance with suggestions to exercise and diet. 

Compared to only presenting the mortality rate and the 

complication rate of the surgery, showing the video is 

usually more effective at persuading them to make the right 

treatment choice. 

As a third example, consider smoking that can cause 

ischemia (restriction in blood supply) to the extremities, 

resulting in tissue death and subsequently amputation of the 

affected area such as fingers or toes. Showing relevant 

amputation images can motivate smokers to quit. Similarly, a 

video of coronary artery bypass surgery and limitations on 

daily activities of living after the surgery may encourage 

smokers to quit. 

Due to the large number of possible healthcare topics and 

their (sub-)aspects, it is labor intensive to produce all of the 

corresponding illustrative images and multimedia content. 

To address this problem, we can resort to collective 

contributions from users. Like YouTube [60], for each topic 

or each (sub-)aspect of the topic, iMed could allow users to 

upload images or multimedia content illustrating related 

healthcare information. Similarly, for each aspect of a 

nontrivial HNA or each HMP that is not easy to use, iPHR 

could allow users to upload illustrative images or multimedia 

content. The upload privilege should not be limited to 

healthcare professionals only. For example, as can be seen 

from consumer reviews on many HMPs on Amazon [4], 

consumers frequently come up with innovative methods of 

using HMPs for the same or new purposes. It is also possible 

that computer-sophisticated users can provide fairly fancy 

multimedia content, such as 3D animations allowing 

dynamic interactions so that people can view the targets from 

different angles using some iPhone-style rotation method. 

For accuracy and quality assurance, all uploaded material 

should be reviewed and managed by a dedicated team of 

healthcare professionals before it becomes publicly 

available. 

 

3.5 Search result presentation 

 

We envision several other ways to improve the search 

result presentation of guided search for disease information. 

First, not every disease has a treatment or needs to be treated 

[21]. For example, prostate cancer often develops rather 

slowly and has little impact on an elderly patient’s daily life 

for many years. The patient is likely to die from another 

disease before prostate cancer ever causes any significant 

problem. Knowing that one has a disease usually makes him 

stressed. This stress reduces his quality of life and can be 

harmful, as his psychological state can significantly affect his 

health [21]. As a result, if a person has a disease that either 



has no treatment or treatment is not recommended, he may 

be better off not knowing that he has the disease. It would be 

desirable for iMed to allow the user to choose his level of 

psychological endurance. iMed presents different sets of 

diseases at various levels. At the default level, iMed 

withholds no information. At a specific, sensitive level, it is 

non-trivial to determine which diseases are appropriate for 

display. The decision made for a specific disease depends on 

multiple factors and certain computational results based on 

the information about the user in his PHR, e.g., the 

likelihood that he will die from another disease before this 

disease ever causes any serious problem. 

Second, for most diseases, there is massive amount of 

online information, some at the basic level and others at 

more advanced levels. Without knowing the basic 

information first, a layman can have difficulty understanding 

the information that is more advanced. However, ordinary 

people often do not know the proper sequence of reading. 

They can easily become frustrated when they encounter 

advanced materials before they have a chance to see the 

basic materials. It would be desirable to incorporate 

sophistication levels into the aspect hierarchy so that for each 

disease, iMed’s search results are presented like a curriculum. 

The user can start her reading at the basic level. If she has 

more time and is interested, she can continue to read the 

information that is more advanced. 

 

4. Open issues in recommending home nursing activities 

 

In this section, we discuss the open issues in automatically 

recommending HNAs (home nursing activities). 

 

4.1 Automatically identifying contraindicated HNAs 

 

A person often has multiple health issues. For example, 

21% of Americans have multiple chronic conditions [54]. A 

HNA may be generally suitable for one health issue, but 

become undesirable in the presence of another health issue. 

In medicine, contraindication is the general term describing 

this phenomenon. Ideally, iPHR should not recommend 

contraindicated HNAs. 

A contraindication is a health issue that makes a 

particular intervention undesirable [65]. For example, 

cancer is a contraindication for massage because cancer can 

spread through the lymphatic system. As massage increases 

lymphatic circulation, it may also potentially spread the 

cancer. Some contraindications are absolute, meaning that 

under no circumstance should the intervention be 

performed. For example, deep vein thrombosis is a health 

issue with blood clot formation in a deep vein. It is an 

absolute contraindication for massage because massage 

leads to stimulation of blood vessels and enhanced 

circulation, both of which may cause a blood clot to detach 

and occlude a blood vessel. Other contraindications are 

relative, meaning that the client is at a higher risk of 

treatment complications, but the risk may be outweighed by 

other considerations or mitigated by other protective 

measures. For example, valve heart disease is a relative 

contraindication for the intervention of aerobic exercises 

because stress tolerance is low in severe valve heart disease. 

Ideally, iPHR should automatically identify all 

contraindicated HNAs and provide an option for users to 

view them. For those absolutely contraindicated HNAs, 

iPHR should not return them to the user by default. For 

those relatively contraindicated HNAs, iPHR should either 

explicitly mark them as relatively contraindicated or not 

return them to the user by default. In the former case, 

preferably iPHR should provide some rationale or 

comments, which come from the original sources of the 

contraindication information and offer some insights into 

the nature of the concerns [65]. 

Automatic contraindication identification is valuable for 

not only ordinary consumers but also nursing professionals. 

The scope of nursing is so extensive that each nurse 

typically knows only a small part of it and is familiar with 

some but not all HNAs. Moreover, even if a nurse is 

familiar with a particular HNA, she may not know every 

contraindication for it [65]. In fact, for similar reasons, 

some PHRs provide the function of automatically checking 

adverse drug interactions [62]. 

To the best of our knowledge, no existing healthcare 

software can automatically identify contraindicated nursing 

activities. This absence is partly due to availability of 

health knowledge in a usable format. It also can take quite a 

few years for a particular collection of systematically 

compiled health knowledge to be incorporated into 

healthcare software. The first systematic compilation of 

contraindication information did not appear until the year 

of 2006 [65]. This is different from the case of drug-drug 

interaction information, which the medical community had 

systematically compiled many years ago [79]. 

 

Proposed solution for identifying contraindicated HNAs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 The ICD-10 health issue hierarchy. 
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medical ontology of International Classification of Diseases 

(ICD-10) [76, 95]. As shown in Fig. 5, the ICD-10 

ontology organizes all health issues into a hierarchy. Each 

leaf node of the ICD-10 ontology corresponds to a “basic” 

health issue. Each non-leaf node of the ICD-10 ontology 

corresponds to a category of health issues. 

We collect contraindication information from several 

sources (e.g., [65]). This information is stored in iPHR’s 

knowledge base in tuple form in the following way. In 

general, each piece of contraindication information shows 

that a health issue or a category of health issues H is a 

contraindication for a HNA A. We find the highest-level 

one or more ICD-10 nodes corresponding to H. These ICD-

10 nodes are called the contraindicated nodes for A. They 

may or may not be leaf nodes. Each descendant node of any 

of them represents a more specific health issue that is also a 

contraindication for A. For example, if H is ischaemic heart 

disease, there is only one corresponding highest-level ICD-

10 node: (I20-I25) ischaemic heart diseases. If H is 

myocardial infarction, there are two corresponding highest-

level ICD-10 nodes: (I21) acute myocardial infarction and 

(I22) subsequent myocardial infarction. Each such 

contraindicated node No together with A form a tuple (A, No, 

R), which is stored in iPHR’s knowledge base. Here, R 

contains the information of whether H is an absolute 

contraindication or a relative contraindication for A as well 

as some related rationale or comments. Essentially, all of 

these tuples form a relational database table. To facilitate 

search, an index is built on the HNA attribute of these 

tuples. 

The main idea of our contraindication identification 

method is to check each linked HNA found with every 

current health issue of the user as well as every other health 

issue that the user cares about and has inputted. In theory, 

iPHR can identify all contraindicated HNAs if both its 

contraindication knowledge and its information about the 

user are complete. Our concrete approach is as follows. 

As described in [41], iPHR automatically maintains a list 

Lcurrent of current health issues of the user. Let Lc represent 

the list of health issues that the user cares about and needs 

iPHR to recommend related HNAs. Consider a particular 

health issue H∈Lc. The set SH=Lcurrent∪Lc–{H} represents 

the other current health issues of the user and the other 

health issues that the user cares about and has inputted. As 

mentioned in Section 2.2, iPHR can use standardized 

nursing languages to find all HNAs linked to H. For each 

such HNA A, iPHR uses a ICD-10 hierarchy-based 

method to check whether any health issue in SH is a 

contraindication for it. If so, A is a contraindicated HNA. 

More specifically, for each health issue J∈SH, we find the 

highest-level one or more ICD-10 nodes NJ corresponding 

to it. For any contraindicated ICD-10 node n for the HNA A 

stored in iPHR’s knowledge base, if any node in NJ is the 

same as n, an ancestor node of n, or a descendant node of n 

(see Fig. 6), then A is a contraindicated HNA because of 

the presence of J. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Identifying contraindicated HNAs using the ICD-10 

hierarchy.  

 

Let CH represent the set of HNAs that are linked to the 

health issue H∈Lc but contraindicated for one or more 

health issues in the set SH. The union of all such CH’s, 

∪
cLH HC

∈

, represents the set of all contraindicated HNAs. If 

a HNA is absolutely contraindicated for one health issue 

and relatively contraindicated for another health issue, it 

should be regarded as absolutely contraindicated for the 

purpose of automatically identifying contraindicated HNAs. 

When implementing automatic identification of 

contraindicated HNAs, the most difficult task we 

encountered is to obtain comprehensive information about 

contraindications. This information directly affects the 

quality of identification results but is labor intensive to 

compile manually for the following reason. 

Contraindication information is currently scattered in 

numerous sources, such as medical journal articles, medical 

textbooks, and health Web sites, and frequently not indexed 

in the back of medical textbooks [65]. To the best of our 

knowledge, the only systematic compilation of 

contraindication information available so far is Batavia’s 

book [65], which covers about 100 interventions in a single 

area - physical rehabilitation. For a HNA not covered in 

this book, individual sources often contribute somewhat 

different contraindications for it (see part I of [65] for a 

detailed discussion). Consequently, to obtain a 

comprehensive set of contraindications for even a single 

HNA, we usually need to check many sources. 

At present, we are compiling contraindications for the 

HNAs not covered in [65] using a method similar to that 

described in the Preface of [65]. First, we check medical 

textbooks. Second, we search both Web sources and 

medical journal databases. Besides the keywords of the 

HNA, our search also uses the following keywords: adverse 

effect, adverse event, caution, complication, 

contraindication, danger, harm, iatrogenic, precaution, risk, 

and safety. It would be interesting to investigate whether 

any semi-automatic method can help speed up this 

compilation process [35]. 

 

4.2 Gap between standardized nursing languages and 

HNA recommendation 
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Both NANDA-I nursing diagnoses and NIC nursing 

interventions were originally developed for purposes such as 

billing and standardization rather than recommending HNAs 

[1, 6, 30]. As a result, the properties of nursing diagnoses and 

nursing interventions only partially fulfill the requirements of 

recommending HNAs. This causes some problems, most of 

which also similarly exist for recommending HMPs. 

 

Problem 1: Lack of clarification on multi-linkage 

A nursing intervention can link to multiple nursing 

diagnoses. This design is used to ensure that for each health 

issue, all relevant nursing interventions can be found via 

linking through nursing diagnoses. Nevertheless, this design 

also implies that the same nursing intervention can link to a 

health issue multiple times, each time via a different nursing 

diagnosis. In some cases, such multi-linkage means that this 

nursing intervention should be given a higher priority. In 

other cases, such multi-linkage offers no extra information 

about this nursing intervention. However, the standardized 

nursing languages do not specify which case falls into which 

circumstance. At present, we assume that all cases belong to 

the first category of cases, i.e., multi-linkage means higher 

priority. When recommending HNAs, iPHR sorts all 

retrieved nursing interventions into a prioritized list under 

this assumption [39]. This solution is acceptable, but 

imperfect due to the assumption. A similar problem exists 

when linking HNAs to a nursing diagnosis through nursing 

interventions, as a HNA can appear in multiple nursing 

interventions. 

 

Problem 2: Lack of details in the description of HNAs 
Many HNAs are described at a high level without 

providing sufficient details. This makes it difficult to compile 

a comprehensive set of HNA search guide phrases. For 

example, a HMP that can help implement a HNA may not 

mention this usage in its description. Without putting the 

HMP name into the HNA search guide phrase, the top search 

results for that HNA may exclude HNA implementation 

procedures using this HMP. As a concrete example, 

consider the HNA “help the client with energy 

conservation.” One method to conserve energy is to use a 

shower chair when showering [75]. However, the HMP 

name shower chair is not mentioned in the description of 

this HNA. Without resorting to the keywords “shower 

chair,” none of the top search results for this HNA will be 

related to using a shower chair to help conserve energy. 

Due to the large amount of nursing knowledge scattered in 

many nursing resources, it would be labor intensive to find 

the necessary details for all HNAs. 

 

Problem 3: Context sensitivity 

Certain HNAs are meaningful only within the context of a 

concrete health issue. For them, we cannot directly compile 

HNA search guide phrases suitable for all possible health 

issues. Rather, we have to compile HNA search guide 

phrases within the context of the concrete health issue. For 

example, the nursing intervention of teaching: disease 

process includes the HNA “Describe possible chronic 

complications, as appropriate.” For this HNA, we need to 

compile a separate HNA search guide phrase for each 

individual health issue: “chronic complications” plus the 

health issue name. In the particular case of asthma, the HNA 

search guide phrase would be “chronic complications 

asthma.” 

Furthermore, some of these HNAs can become more 

specific if they are within the context of a concrete health 

issue. Otherwise, it can be difficult to figure out what could 

be done for them. For example, the health issue asthma links 

to the nursing diagnosis of deficient knowledge, which then 

links to the HNA “provide information to support self-

management.” This HNA, however, does not provide any 

concrete information about self-management. In the context 

of asthma, this HNA should be rephrased more precisely as 

“instruct client in ways to maintain respiratory health: remain 

indoors as much as possible when air pollution levels are 

high; avoid extremes in hot and cold weather; avoid 

prolonged close contact with persons who have respiratory 

infection; …” [75] It would be labor intensive to handle this 

case adequately because many health issues need to be 

manually handled for each such HNA. 

 

Problem 4: Irrelevant indirect linkage 

Nursing diagnoses are intentionally designed to be of a 

manageable number. This causes some irrelevant nursing 

interventions to link to a health issue. More specifically, a 

health issue H links to a set of nursing interventions through 

nursing diagnoses. This set includes not only all nursing 

interventions relevant to H but also some nursing 

interventions irrelevant to H. For instance, both H and 

another health issue H′ link to a nursing diagnosis D, which 

links to two nursing interventions I and I′. It is possible that I 

is relevant to H but not H′, and I′ is relevant to H′ but not H. 

As a concrete example, the health issue conjunctivitis (pink 

eye) links to the nursing diagnosis of acute pain, which links 

to the nursing intervention of patient-controlled analgesia 

(PCA) assistance that is irrelevant to conjunctivitis. Similarly, 

some irrelevant HNAs can link to a nursing diagnosis 

because nursing interventions are intentionally designed to 

be of a manageable number. 

When managing a patient with a specific health issue, 

nurses are trained to use their nursing knowledge to 

manually select only the relevant nursing interventions and 

HNAs [1, 6, 30]. However, most layman users of iPHR have 

no formal training in nursing and hence have difficulty 

differentiating the relevant nursing interventions and HNAs 

from the irrelevant ones. To enable iPHR to display only the 

relevant information, we need to figure out all of the 

relevant nursing interventions and HNAs for each health 

issue beforehand and record this information in iPHR’s 

knowledge base. In other words, we need a comprehensive, 

standardized home nursing care plan for each health issue. 



Documented nursing care for a health issue is based on a 

comprehensive, standardized nursing care plan that 

includes nursing interventions and nursing activities 

relevant to this health issue [70, 75, 78]. Frequently, each 

nursing activity is accompanied by some rationale showing 

why it is appropriate for this health issue and can produce 

desired response. Similar to evidence-based nursing [63, 69, 

71], such rationales can help the user of iPHR figure out the 

nursing activities suitable for him and become motivated to 

perform them. Hence, it is desirable for iPHR to display 

next to each recommended HNA the corresponding 

rationale, if any. 

The nursing community has compiled standardized 

nursing care plans for several hundred, but not all, health 

issues and published them as nursing textbooks [70, 75, 78, 

84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. Several nurses have also set 

up a few Web sites dedicated to compiling standardized 

nursing care plans for additional health issues [82, 83]. 

However, the existing standardized nursing care plans do 

not fully serve our purpose, as they typically are tailored to 

the hospital setting and include some, but not all, of the 

relevant HNAs. 

To recommend HNAs with high accuracy, we need to 

figure out the relevant HNAs for each health issue. A 

nursing intervention that includes no relevant HNA is 

irrelevant to the health issue. At a first glance, this task 

looks daunting. There exist thousands of health issues 

whereas a health issue frequently links to hundreds of HNAs 

[1, 6, 30]. Even a single health issue can take a nurse quite 

some time to check all its linked HNAs and mark the 

irrelevant ones. Moreover, a nurse often has difficulty 

judging the relevance of a HNA to a health issue, as she 

knows only a small part of the extensive scope of nursing. 

 

Proposed solution for compiling relevant HNAs  

To reduce the amount of labor needed by this task, we 

adopt the following strategies. First, we reuse as much 

information that has already been compiled as possible. 

Second, we (semi-)automate as many parts of the relevance 

checking process as possible. Third, we use Web searches 

and medical journal database searches to help make up the 

knowledge deficit of the nurse who performs this task. 

For each health issue, we figure out the relevant HNAs in 

the following way. Using the method described in Section 

2.2, we find all of the HNAs linked to this health issue. For 

each such HNA, we check whether it is included in any of 

the existing standardized nursing care plans for this health 

issue, if any [70, 75, 78, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91]. If 

so, it is relevant. Otherwise, we continue to check whether 

this health issue is a contraindication for it by using the 

ICD-10 hierarchy-based method described in Section 4.1. If 

it is contraindicated, it is irrelevant. Otherwise, we continue 

to probe its relationship with this health issue by searching 

the Web and medical journal databases. There are three 

possible cases: 

(1) If we find a high-quality health Web page or a medical 

journal article mentioning that it can be used for this 

health issue, then it is relevant. The associated 

rationale, if any, is recorded. 

(2) If we find a high-quality health Web page or a medical 

journal article mentioning that it should not be used for 

this health issue, then it is irrelevant. This new piece of 

contraindication information is added into iPHR’s 

knowledge base. The associated rationale or comment, 

if any, is recorded. Since false and misleading health 

information exists on the Web, the quality of the health 

Web page is important and can be automatically 

judged by many existing tools [80, 81].  

(3) If no useful information is found via search, the nurse 

has to judge whether this HNA is relevant according to 

her own nursing knowledge and nursing practice 

experience. If she thinks this HNA is relevant, she tries 

to provide some rationale if possible. If she is 

uncertain, we stay on the conservative side and assume 

that this HNA is irrelevant by default. 

To probe the relationship between a HNA and a health 

issue via search, one or more keyword queries are used. 

Each query includes both the health issue name and some 

keywords of the HNA. All of these queries are tried one by 

one until either some useful information is found or all of 

these queries have been exhausted.  

For Web search, we require all keywords of the query to 

appear in the text of the Web page, e.g., by putting 

“allintext:” at the beginning of the query according to the 

syntax of the Google search engine [73, 74]. We observe 

that the anchor text of links to a Web page usually cannot 

help identify the relationship between the HNA and the 

health issue. However, Web search engines often use both 

anchor text and Web page text for query matching purpose 

[66]. If all keywords of the query appear in the combination 

of this anchor text and the Web page text, by default this 

Web page appears in the query’s search results. For 

example, the Web page mentions the HNA as a side effect 

and something else relevant to the health issue as its main 

topic. The health issue name appears in the anchor text of 

some link to the Web page. In this case, most likely the 

nurse cannot identify the relationship between the HNA 

and the health issue by reading this Web page. Nevertheless, 

if all such Web pages are allowed to appear in the query’s 

search results, these Web pages often dominate the top 

search results and make it difficult for the nurse to discover 

the Web pages that contain useful information. 

So far, we have compiled the relevant HNAs for a 

limited number of health issues. Even after the compilation 

task is finished for each health issue, this relevancy 

information still needs to be updated from time to time, as 

nursing interventions and HNAs keep evolving [1, 6] and 

new nursing knowledge keeps coming up. For example, a 

new nursing research result can change the current 

perception of whether a particular HNA is relevant to a 

health issue. It would be interesting to investigate whether 



any semi-automatic method can facilitate this maintenance 

task, which needs to be performed periodically and is rather 

time consuming [35]. For instance, Google Alerts can run a 

keyword query periodically and automatically notify the 

user when the query produces new search results [72]. To 

help discover new nursing knowledge related to this 

maintenance task, one approach is to set up a Google Alert 

for every keyword query that is used to probe the 

relationship between a HNA and a health issue. 

 

4.3 Presentation of recommended HNAs 

 

We envision several other ways to improve the 

presentation of recommended HNAs, most of which could 

also apply to recommending HMPs. First, when managing a 

patient with a particular health issue, it is possible that not all 

HNAs relevant to this health issue are suitable for her. In fact, 

nurses are trained to use their nursing knowledge to 

manually select HNAs based on the concrete situation of the 

patient, such as age, pregnancy, gender, current medications, 

and other concurrent health issues. By using information in 

the PHR of the patient, iPHR could further individualize the 

recommended HNAs by removing the HNAs that are 

generally relevant to her health issue but unsuitable for her. 

Second, it is possible that multiple HNA search guide 

phrases are compiled for an aspect of a HNA, each phrase 

corresponding to a different way of implementing this aspect. 

Some ways, such as those widely-recognized home remedies 

using kitchen materials [46], can be cheaper or easier to 

implement or usually more effective than the others. In this 

case, the search results of all compiled phrases need to be 

merged into a single, properly-ranked list [41]. The search 

results of the phrases corresponding to the preferred ways 

should tend to rank higher, whereas search result 

diversification among all compiled phrases needs to be 

provided so that the top few search results do not all come 

from the same phrase [41]. 

Third, many HNAs have associated risks, warnings, and 

rationales. It would be desirable to compile HNA search 

guide phrases in such a way that they can retrieve not only 

HNA implementation procedures but also associated risks, 

warnings, and rationales. For example, some exercises, if 

performed improperly, could hurt a body part. As another 

example, two HNAs could conflict with one another and 

hence should not be performed together. If a user does not 

know the rationale for a HNA, he may either implement the 

HNA improperly or not give enough priority to performing 

the beneficial actions included in the HNA. For example, the 

preferred approach to losing weight is through regular 

exercises and dieting over a long period of time so that a 

small amount of weight is lost monthly. This method works 

in the long term because most of the weight loss is fat. If one 

uses a “magic” method such as laxatives to lose weight 

quickly, most of his weight loss will be water that can come 

back as fast as it is lost [15]. As a second example, giving too 

much insulin to a diabetic patient can make his blood glucose 

level drop to dangerously low levels. As a third example, 

Thompson and Thielke [53] reported that a dementia patient 

suffered from low blood pressure because one of her family 

members checked her blood pressure frequently and gave her 

too much medication to lower it.  

 

5. Open issues in recommending home medical products 

 

In this section, we discuss the open issues in automatically 

recommending HMPs (home medical products). 

 

5.1 Automatically identifying contraindicated HMPs 

 

Section 4.1 describes a method of automatically 

identifying contraindicated HNAs. That method can also be 

applied to recommending HMPs, with the goal of avoiding 

recommending the HMPs related to the contraindicated 

HNAs. 

One simple approach is to not use the HMP search guide 

phrases pre-compiled for the contraindicated HNAs. This 

approach, however, has limitations. A HMP often can be 

used for several purposes corresponding to multiple HNAs. 

In this case, its description may include two HMP search 

guide phrases: a first one pre-compiled for a desired HNA 

and a second one pre-compiled for a contraindicated HNA. 

Even without using the second HMP search guide phrase, 

the first HMP search guide phrase alone still retrieves this 

HMP, which can be undesirable for the user. 

 

Proposed solution for identifying contraindicated HMPs 

For safety purposes, we use a conservative approach and 

do not recommend any HMP whose description contains at 

least one HMP search guide phrase pre-compiled for a 

contraindicated HNA. More specifically, iPHR’s 

knowledge base includes a list of all possible HNAs. Let 

Mc represent the list of health issues that the user cares 

about and needs iPHR to recommend related HMPs. For 

each health issue H∈Mc, we use the ICD-10 hierarchy-

based method described in Section 4.1 to identify all HNAs 

RH for which H is a contraindication. These HNAs may or 

may not be relevant to any health issue in Mc. To reduce 

run-time overhead, such computation for each health issue 

can be performed beforehand with the result stored in iPHR. 

The union of all such RH’s, ∪
cMH Hc RR

∈
= , represents the 

set of all HNAs contraindicated for Mc. Recall that SA 

represents the set of HMP search guide phrases pre-

compiled for a HNA A. The set ∪
cRA Ac SS

∈
=  represents all 

HMP search guide phrases pre-compiled for the HNAs in 

Rc. By treating each HMP search guide phrase in Sc as a 

sentence level Boolean conjunctive query, we can use the 

method described in [41] to find every HMP whose 

description contains at least one HMP search guide phrase 

in Sc. All of these HMPs are not recommended to the user. 

 



5.2 Product categories 

 

As described in Section 2.3, when presenting HMP search 

results, iPHR uses a navigation hierarchy based on product 

categories [36]. iPHR currently reuses the product categories 

of an HMP shopping Web site (Amazon [4]). These general 

product categories are designed for all health issues. They 

may not always be the best ones for an individual health 

issue. It would be desirable to automatically tune product 

categories for individual health issues, possibly using 

medical knowledge. Moreover, various HMP shopping Web 

sites use different product categories. It would be beneficial 

to (semi-)automatically match the product categories from 

different HMP shopping Web sites so that the HMPs from 

multiple HMP shopping Web sites can be mixed together in 

a single navigation hierarchy. 

 

5.3 Linking to detailed HMP usage descriptions 

 

iPHR recommends HMPs by displaying links to HMP 

Web pages from a few selected HMP shopping Web sites 

[41]. For many HMPs, their descriptions on these HMP Web 

pages are not detailed enough for consumers to understand 

how to use them. In contrast, a large number of Web pages 

on other non-shopping Web sites contain detailed usage 

descriptions of them. For each such HMP (more precisely, 

the HMP search guide phrase that is the HMP name), ideally 

iPHR should also present links to those Web pages that 

provide detailed descriptions on how to use it. This would 

require one or more query phrases to be pre-compiled for it 

and stored in iPHR’s knowledge base. Recall that iPHR 

recommends the HMP for one or more relevant health issues. 

For each of some of the relevant health issues, the links to 

detailed HMP usage descriptions can target it by including 

its name in the query phrases. For a HMP that can be used to 

address a specific health issue, a query phrase including both 

the HMP name and the health issue name can retrieve Web 

pages showing how to use this HMP to help manage the 

health issue. 

 

5.4 HMP search result presentation 

 

We envision several other ways to improve the 

presentation of HMP search results. First, iPHR currently 

ranks HMPs based on their relevance to the user’s health 

issues [41]. It would be beneficial to simultaneously consider 

multiple factors, such as popularity, price, and relevance to 

the user’s health issues, in iPHR’s HMP ranking criteria. 

Second, like HealthPricer [27], for the same HMP, iPHR 

could compare its prices from different sellers. Third, many 

activities have related health issues, e.g., exposure of the skin 

when fishing, gardening, or swimming. These activities are 

not covered in nursing diagnoses textbooks and hence not 

included in iPHR. It would be desirable to compile linked 

nursing diagnoses for these activities so that iPHR can 

recommend corresponding HMPs. 

 

6. Potential new functions 

 

In this section, we discuss some potential new functions of 

iPHR that can be helpful to consumers.  

 

6.1 Automatically pushing healthcare information to 

users 

 

iPHR currently follows the pull model of information 

distribution. When a user feels that he needs some healthcare 

information, he logs into iPHR and invokes a function that 

can provide this information. However, the pull model has 

some limitations. Due to a lack of medical knowledge, the 

user is not always able to realize that some beneficial 

healthcare information exists. By the time he gets to know 

this information, it may already be too late. For example, an 

Alzheimer’s disease patient should set up a living will during 

the early stage of this disease [44]. Once he reaches the later 

stage of this disease and frequently becomes confused, he 

cannot validly sign any document for making legal or 

medical arrangements according to his wishes. As another 

example, many people are busy and live an unhealthy 

lifestyle. For instance, they frequently consume a certain 

kind of food with too much sodium that their hearts and 

vascular systems can be damaged (the food may or may not 

taste salty), but they are unaware of that fact. This is 

particularly problematic for people with a family history of 

hypertension. 

To address this problem, we need to complement the pull 

model with the push model. iPHR should anticipate the 

needs of the user and automatically push personalized 

healthcare information to him. That information can either 

address his current medical issues or help him prevent future 

medical problems through education. iPHR can follow the 

push model of information distribution in two ways. First, 

iPHR can periodically email the user newsletters containing 

such information. Second, similar to the way Amazon 

displays potentially relevant products on its homepage [4], 

iPHR can display such information on its main Web page for 

the user to see during each login. In either case, iPHR needs 

a built-in recommender system [2] to automatically identify 

the healthcare information of potential interest to the user. 

The user is interested in healthcare information relevant to 

herself. To locate this information, iPHR needs to use the 

information in her PHR, such as her current disease and her 

family history. The user can also serve as caregiver of other 

people, such as her kids, her spouse, and her mother living in 

another city, and hence is interested in healthcare 

information relevant to those people. To find this 

information, iPHR needs to use their information in their 

PHRs, which is readily available if they all use iPHR. To 

avoid overwhelming the user, iPHR needs her authorization 

about what kind of healthcare information could be pushed 

to her, in a way similar to how publish-subscribe systems 

work [47]. Before iPHR can start pushing the healthcare 



information relevant to a user to another user, e.g., her 

caregiver, authorization from both users is needed. Since 

iPHR has access to many people’s PHRs, theoretically it 

could even detect the outbreak of some health issue among a 

group of users with similar characteristics and push 

corresponding healthcare information to these users. 

For a health issue that lasts some time, such as a chronic 

disease, a surgery, pregnancy, or raising a baby, the 

corresponding healthcare information pushed by iPHR could 

evolve as the health issue progresses. For example, the 

pushed healthcare information could go from basic 

knowledge to advanced knowledge, from a disease itself to 

related daily living issues, from before-surgery preparation to 

after-surgery recovery, or from caring for a newborn to 

caring for a 12-month-old baby. As a concrete example, 

before a patient has oral surgery, iPHR could let him know 

that his gums will remain numb for a few hours after the 

surgery. Consequently, during that period, he should avoid 

certain kinds of drink that can be either too hot or too cold 

and hence damage his mouth. By tracking the reading history 

of the user, iPHR could avoid pushing redundant healthcare 

information to him. 

To push relevant healthcare information to users, we can 

proceed as follows. We pre-compile a list of possible topics 

and store them in iPHR’s knowledge base. For each such 

topic, we pre-compile one or more search guide phrases and 

store them in iPHR’s knowledge base. Periodically, iPHR 

automatically submits these search guide phrases as queries 

to a large-scale medical Web search engine to retrieve some 

relevant Web pages for the topic. Healthcare professionals 

manually select the best Web pages, possibly using a Wiki 

tool [58], and store them in iPHR’s knowledge base. iPHR 

can then push relevant Web pages to the user based on the 

topics of interest to her. 

 

6.2 Online social networking 

 

Online social networking has fundamentally changed the 

way people obtain information. Both general-purpose social 

networking sites (e.g., Facebook.com and Twitter.com) and 

vertical social networking sites (e.g., LinkedIn.com for 

business professionals) are highly successful. In the 

healthcare domain, PatientsLikeMe [45] has started to pick 

up momentum by enabling patients to share symptom and 

treatment information to learn from real-world outcomes. 

iPHR could provide online social networking functions to 

help users obtain relevant healthcare information [17]. 

For example, iPHR could use the information in PHRs to 

match users according to certain criteria, such as having the 

same health issue and being located in the same city, and 

randomly pair up matched users for text or video chat [9]. 

Users can chat about their common health concerns and 

exchange their experience or relevant information, e.g., 

beneficial exercise programs offered in a local health club. 

Since the paired-up users usually do not know one another, it 

is likely they could obtain new information from each other. 

iPHR could also pair up users to play online games with 

medical benefits, e.g., using the Wii gaming console [20, 57]. 

As a second example, like Twitter (twitter.com), iPHR 

could provide miniblog function. To facilitate users with the 

same health issue to connect with each other, all miniblogs 

are partitioned on discussed health issues. A user can choose 

to make some of her health issues public [45], possibly under 

a cyber name rather than her real name, and post miniblogs 

about them. For each health issue, iPHR can identify those 

users posting popular miniblogs about it. When a user 

records in her PHR that she has this health issue, iPHR can 

automatically recommend her to follow those users. 

Healthcare professionals could also register on iPHR and 

post miniblogs to connect with their colleagues and patients. 

For example, a physician can post an anonymized special 

case that he recently encountered or some new information 

on a health issue that he recently obtained from a medical 

conference. iPHR can automatically recommend users with a 

specific health issue to follow healthcare professionals 

posting popular miniblogs about the health issue. 

Some users may use online social networking to forward 

their own agenda and/or perform detrimental activities. For 

instance, a commercial vendor may hire a person whose job 

is to distribute biased messages that dramatically exaggerate 

the effectiveness of its products. To help prevent such 

activities from happening, iPHR’s online social network 

functions need to allow approved healthcare professionals to 

publicly report the credibility of a user, e.g., by giving a 

credibility score and/or leaving comments. 

 

6.3 Automatic link generation 

 

When reading a health Web page, a layman user may not 

realize the implications of some phrases on it due to a lack of 

medical knowledge. It would be desirable for iPHR to use 

medical knowledge to automatically generate links for the 

phrases that have certain implications [59]. If the user clicks 

such a link for a phrase, she will be directed to one or more 

Web pages presenting detailed implications of this phrase, 

preferably in the same context that this phrase is mentioned 

on the health Web page. For example, consider a health Web 

page mentioning that diabetic patients should try to replace 

part of their sugar consumption with sugar substitutes. 

According to medical knowledge, certain kinds of sugar 

substitutes can increase blood glucose level and hence are 

unsuitable for diabetic patients [51]. Using the pre-compiled 

query “sugar substitutes safe diabetics,” an automatically 

generated link for the phrase “sugar substitutes” can point to 

multiple Web pages (e.g., [51]) discussing which sugar 

substitutes are safe for diabetics. 

 

7. Related work 

 

Consumer-centricity vs. physician-centricity 

The concept of intelligent electronic medical record (EMR) 

was proposed more than a decade ago. However, existing 



intelligent EMRs are physician-centric and their intelligence 

is used to facilitate physicians’ daily professional tasks, e.g., 

inputting and summarizing patient information [61]. In 

contrast, iPHR is consumer-centric and its intelligence is 

used to facilitate consumers’ daily activities of living [40]. 

The medical informatics community traditionally focuses 

its work on addressing physicians’ needs. Recently, it has 

begun to work on consumer health informatics [16] to 

address consumers’ healthcare needs. Our iPHR work falls 

into the category of consumer health informatics. 

 

Electronic medical record  

Cimino has built an Infobutton Manager for EMRs [10]. 

For each medical concept appearing in the EMR, the 

Infobutton Manager provides a fixed set of questions that 

physicians ask most often and uses manually pre-constructed 

queries to retrieve answers to these questions from certain 

resources in real time. Each answer is retrieved using one 

query. The Infobutton Manager recommends neither HMPs 

nor HNAs. In contrast, for each health condition, our iPHR 

often uses hundreds of search guide phrases simultaneously 

to retrieve HMPs. As a result, iPHR can retrieve a much 

more comprehensive set of relevant HMPs than traditional 

keyword search, irrespective of whether a long query or a 

short query is used in traditional keyword search. 

In general, tailored material tends to be regarded as more 

relevant and hence have larger impact [92]. Several 

existing personalized patient health information systems 

can dynamically generate tailored hypertext pages 

explaining the disease, its symptoms, and possible 

treatment options usually via using rules [92, 93, 94]. Some 

of these systems use the user’s medical history stored in the 

EMR to make simple inferences on concepts she is likely to 

be unfamiliar with. Hyperlinks are added to only those 

concepts [92]. None of these systems recommends HMPs 

or HNAs. 

Farfan et al. use ontology to facilitate keyword search in 

EMR [18], by incorporating the fact that many EMR 

standards are XML-based and have a hierarchical format. 

The method proposed in [18] does not apply to retrieving 

HMPs because HMP description has no hierarchical format. 

 

Symptom/disease search 
Healthline, a major medical Web search engine, added a 

symptom search function in Feb. 2007 [25, 26]. The user 

selects one or more symptoms from a given symptom list, 

and then Healthline returns a list of diseases having all of 

these symptoms. This function, however, has some 

limitations. First, many diseases have the same symptom. 

The correct way to narrow down the list of diseases is to 

consider additional information (e.g., gender, age, race, 

patient occupation) [11]. It is difficult and time-consuming 

for the user to distinguish these diseases himself by checking 

their detailed descriptions. For example, as mentioned in 

Collins [11], more than forty diseases can cause abdominal 

swelling. We can distinguish these diseases by using the 

location and other properties of the swelling rather than using 

any other symptoms. Second, symptom search cannot 

express the absence of certain symptoms, which can 

significantly reduce the length of the list of possible diseases. 

Third, symptom search disallows the user from inputting 

other useful information for identifying the possible diseases, 

such as exam results, medication and food that the patient 

has taken, and existing diseases. Finally, a patient can have 

several symptoms at the same time due to the presence of 

multiple diseases. Symptom search can only find the diseases 

having all of these symptoms, whereas these diseases can be 

completely different from the patient’s diseases. Even worse, 

the returned disease set for multiple symptoms is often 

empty. Our previous work on iMed [32, 33, 34, 37, 38] 

attempted to address these limitations. 

When presenting the search results of a disease, 

Microsoft’s Bing search engine [5] provides a small number 

of aspects of the disease. The set of aspects is the same for all 

diseases. 

DXplain [64] is a diagnostic decision support system 

designed for physicians. It can provide diagnostic 

hypotheses by letting the user input information about the 

patient’s condition via first answering a few questions and 

then entering several medical terms. This input process is 

often challenging for ordinary consumers because of the 

difficulty in choosing appropriate medical terms. 

Besides diagnostic decision trees, there are other medical 

decision trees for treatment selection and diagnostic test 

selection, respectively [67, 68]. A person needs a lot of 

medical knowledge to understand and use those medical 

decision trees. Consequently, they are suitable for building 

healthcare software for medical professionals but 

unsuitable for building healthcare software for ordinary 

consumers. 

 

Product search 

Many product search engines have been launched [22]. 

They use no medical knowledge and cannot automatically 

recommend HMPs tailored to consumers’ medical condition 

and healthcare needs. 

The HMP shopping Web site AllegroMedical offers the 

function of searching HMPs by conditions [3]. This function 

is available for fewer than 50 conditions. For each condition, 

the list of matching HMPs is manually constructed and 

incomplete. AllegroMedical also offers the trial function of 

searching HMPs by body parts [29]. For each body part, the 

function essentially performs keyword search on HMPs 

using a list of manually pre-compiled keywords. However, 

the list is incomprehensive and covers only a small subset of 

the HMPs related to the body part. 

Hidola [28] provides two functions: guided search for 

disease information and search HMPs. When presenting 

search results on disease information, Hidola does not 

provide any aspect of the topics that are potentially relevant 

to the user’s medical condition. 

 



Recommender system and general information retrieval 

Traditional recommender systems recommend items based 

on various factors such as users’ prior ratings, previous 

purchases, and profiles [2]. Our iPHR can be regarded as a 

recommender system that goes beyond these factors and 

recommends personalized healthcare information using user 

profile, medical knowledge, and nursing knowledge. 

Personalized search is a current trend of Web search 

engines [52]. Existing personalized search techniques adjust 

search results based on a user’s search history and desktop 

content. Those techniques are useful for general search. 

However, since they leverage neither the user’s medical 

history stored in the PHR nor medical knowledge essential to 

obtain high-quality queries, they are less effective at 

providing useful, personalized healthcare information, which 

is the focus of iPHR. 

In distributed information retrieval and meta-search 

engines [7], search results from multiple sources for the same 

query are merged together. In contrast, in our case of 

automatic HMP recommendation, we need to merge together 

the HMP Web pages retrieved for different topics (by 

various query phrases). 

 

Home care nurses 

Besides iPHR, home care nurses also provide healthcare 

information to facilitate people’s daily activities of living. 

The scope of nursing is so extensive that each nurse typically 

knows only a small part of it. Nevertheless, a person often 

has multiple health issues and requires a wide range of 

healthcare information (e.g., 21% of Americans have 

multiple chronic conditions [54]). Moreover, healthcare 

information keeps updating rapidly and no nurse can always 

keep up with the latest ones. For example, as medical 

knowledge and technology continue to improve, each year 

many new HMPs enter the market. We would expect iPHR 

to complement home care nurses in providing healthcare 

information, because its knowledge base stores a 

comprehensive set of nursing knowledge compiled by 

thousands of nurses whereas its search system can discover 

the latest healthcare information from the Web. For a similar 

reason, iPHR can provide more complete information on 

HMPs and HNAs than any single consumer-oriented health 

information book (e.g., the series of books entitled “The 

Comfort of Home” [44]) or medical Web site (e.g., WebMD 

[55]). 

 

8. Conclusions 

 

Intelligent personal health record is a new and rapidly 

moving field. This paper presents the valuable experience 

and the open issues we identified in developing and 

operating the intelligent personal health record system iPHR. 

iPHR extensively uses medical knowledge and Web search 

technology to provide consumers with personalized 

healthcare information to facilitate their daily activities of 

living. We outline preliminary solutions to some of the open 

issues and expect that much research work is still needed to 

address the open issues to a satisfactory degree. Hence, one 

main purpose of this paper is to stimulate future research 

work in the area of consumer health informatics.  

Among the open issues presented, our limited experience 

suggests the following three issues as the most important 

ones with the promise of obtaining feasible solutions in the 

next few years: (1) automatically identifying 

contraindicated HNAs (Section 4.1), (2) figuring out all of 

the relevant nursing interventions and HNAs for each 

health issue (Problem 4 in Section 4.2), and (3) 

automatically identifying contraindicated HMPs (Section 

5.1). Some preliminary solutions to these three issues are 

outlined in this paper. 
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